Fly Fishing Film Tour affiliate show Standard package includes over $500 in
prizes!

SIMMS
Dry Creek Waterproof Gear Pouch 4L: Whether on the boat or tucked in your trusty travel bag,
the 4L Dry Creek Gear Pouch takes loose items, including straying phones, keys, electronics,
wallets and more, and puts them in their worry-free 100% waterproof place.

YETI

Loadout 5-Gallon Bucket: The unsung hero of hard work deserved a little attention. Our ultradurable LoadOut® bucket is designed for lugging, loading, hauling, and baling. Whether you’re
at the ranch, on the boat or in the garage, our 5-gallon bucket is nearly indestructible and ready
to work. But don't depend on it for keeping ice cold, it has other jobs to do.

COSTA

Dry Case w/ Promo Code for sunglasses (via promo code): You were built for the water but your
keys and wallet weren't. The water-resistant Costa Dry Case features an interior rubber liner,
pressure valve and side clip. Perfect for the outdoors! You can link to a backpack or secure to a
latch on a boat. Fits most phones. 3.02" H x 7.84" W x 4.33" D.

Men's Polarized Sunglasses are assembled in USA and built for life in, on, or around the water.
Every pair of Costa Men's Sunglasses include the best polarized lenses on the planet made
with patented technology that provides UV protection, eliminates glare, and relaxes your eyes
so you can relax on all of your outdoor fishing, boating, and salty beach adventures.

OSKAR BLUES

Pint Glass + Assorted Hat + Assorted Stickers estimated:

SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS

Amplitude Smooth Infinity Fly Line: The Amplitude Smooth series of lines are, simply put, the
highest-performance smooth fly lines in the world. With up to five times less drag and eight
times the durability of traditional lines, this will change the way you look at fly line performance.
The conventional wisdom in fly fishing is that there’s no such thing as a “do it all” freshwater
line. We have something to say about that. The Amplitude Smooth Infinity has the power to
bomb out streamers yet retains delicacy for dry flies. It mends like an absolute dream and
delivers flies at all distances. Built a half-size heavy, with a long head and substantial front
taper, it’s perfect for everything from trout and panfish to pike and steelhead. There’s a reason
we call it the Infinity: there is no end to what you’ll be able to do with it.

OPTIONAL PREMIUM ITEMS – ADDITIONAL COSTS DO APPLY

YETI

First come, first served on 25 premium Yeti LoadOut GoBox 30. Prices reflect F3T costs +
Shipping. No markup.

